LONGER

Words and Music by
DAN FOGELBERG

Moderate Ballad
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Longer than there've been fishes in the ocean,
Stronger than any mountain cathedral.

Through the years as the fire starts to mellow,
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higher than any bird ever flew,
Deep than any

Trueer than any tree ever grew,

burning lines in the book of our lives.

Thought the binding cracks and the pag-
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stars up in the heavens, I've been in love with you.
forest primeval, I am in love with you.
trees start to yellow, I'll be in love with you.

I'll bring fire in the winters:
you'll send showers in the springs. We'll fly

through the falls and summers with love on our wings.
CODA

I'll be in love with you.

Longer than there've been
fish' es in the o cean,  high-er than any bird ev-er flew.

Long-er than there've been stars up in the heav-ens.

I've been in love with you, I am in love with you.